Earlier work demonstrates the promise of deeplearning-based approaches for point cloud segmentation; however, these approaches need to be improved to be practically useful. To this end, we introduce a new model SqueezeSegV2. With an improved model structure, SqueezeSetV2 is more robust against dropout noises in LiDAR point cloud and therefore achieves significant accuracy improvement. Training models for point cloud segmentation requires large amounts of labeled data, which is expensive to obtain. To sidestep the cost of data collection and annotation, simulators such as GTA-V can be used to create unlimited amounts of labeled, synthetic data. However, due to domain shift, models trained on synthetic data often do not generalize well to the real world. Existing domainadaptation methods mainly focus on images and most of them cannot be directly applied to point clouds. We address this problem with a domain-adaptation training pipeline consisting of three major components: 1) learned intensity rendering, 2) geodesic correlation alignment, and 3) progressive domain calibration. When trained on real data, our new model exhibits segmentation accuracy improvements of 6.0-8.6% over the original SqueezeSeg. When training our new model on synthetic data using the proposed domain adaptation pipeline, we nearly double test accuracy on real-world data, from 29.0% to 57.4%. Our source code and synthetic dataset are open sourced 1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate, real-time, and robust perception of the environment is an indispensable component in autonomous driving systems. For perception in high-end autonomous vehicles, LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) sensors play an important role. LiDAR sensors can directly provide distance measurements, and their resolution and field of view exceed those of radar and ultrasonic sensors [1] . LiDAR sensors are robust under almost all lighting conditions: day or night, with or without glare and shadows [2] . As such, LiDAR-based perception has attracted significant research attention.
Recently, deep learning has been shown to be very effective for LiDAR perception tasks. Wu et al. proposed SqueezeSeg [2] , which focuses on the problem of pointcloud segmentation. SqueezeSeg projects a 3D LiDAR point cloud onto a spherical surface, and uses a 2D CNN to predict point-wise labels for the point cloud. SqueezeSeg is extremely efficient -the fastest version achieves an inference speed of over 100 frames per second. However, SqueezeSeg still has several limitations: first, its accuracy still needs to be improved to be practically useful. One * Authors contributed equally. 1 https://github.com/xuanyuzhou98/SqueezeSegV2 important reason for accuracy degradation is dropout noise -missing points from the sensed point cloud caused by limited sensing range, mirror diffusion of the sensing laser, or jitter in incident angles. Such dropout noise can corrupt the output of convolution filters and therefore reduces overall accuracy. Second, training deep learning models requires tens of thousands of labeled point clouds; however, collecting and annotating such data is even more time consuming and expensive than collecting comparable data from cameras. GTA-V is used to synthesize LiDAR point cloud as an extra source of training data [2] ; however, this approach suffers from the domain shift problem [3] -models trained on synthetic data fail catastrophically on the real data, as shown in Fig. 1 . Domain shift comes from different sources, but the absence of dropout noise and intensity signals in GTA-V are two important factors. Simulating realistic dropout noise and intensity is very difficult, as it requires sophisticated modeling of both the LiDAR device and the environment, both of which contain a lot of non-deterministic factors. As such, the LiDAR point clouds generated by GTA-V do not contain dropout noise and intensity signals. The comparison of simulated data and real data is shown in Fig. 1 (a) , (b).
In this paper, we focus on addressing the challenges above. First, to improve the accuracy, we mitigate the impact of dropout noise by proposing the Context Aggregation Module (CAM), a novel CNN module that aggregates contextual information from a larger receptive field and improves the robustness of the network to dropout noise. Adding CAM to the early layers of SqueezeSegV2 not only significantly improves its performance when trained on real data, but also effectively reduces the domain gap, boosting the network's real-world test accuracy when trained on synthetic data. In addition to CAM, we adopt several improvements to SqueezeSeg, including using focal loss [4] , batch normalization [5] , and LiDAR mask as an input channel. These improvements together boosted the accuracy of SqueezeSegV2 by 6.0% -8.6% in all categories on the converted KITTI dataset [2] .
Second, to better utilize synthetic data for training the model, we propose a domain adaptation training pipeline that contains the following steps: first, before training, we render intensity channels in synthetic data through learned intensity rendering. We train a neural network that takes the point coordinates as input, and predicts intensity values. This rendering network can be trained in a "self-supervised" fashion on unlabeled real data. After training the network, we feed the synthetic data into the network and render the intensity channel. Second, we use the synthetic data augmented with rendered intensity to train the network. Meanwhile, we follow [6] and use geodesic correlation alignment to align the batch statistics between real data and synthetic data. 3) After training, we propose progressive domain calibration to further reduce the gap between the target domain and the trained network. Experiments show that the above domainadaptation training pipeline double the test accuracy on real data from 29.0% to 57.4% while training on synthetic data.
The contributions of this paper are threefold: 1) We improve the model structure of SqueezeSeg with CAM to increase its robustness to dropout noise, which leads to significant accuracy improvements of 6.0% to 8.6% for different categories. We name the new model SqueezeSegV2.
2) While most of the domain adaptation method focuses on images, we propose a domain-adaptation training pipeline for LiDAR point cloud that significantly reduces the distribution gap between synthetic data and real data. Model trained on synthetic data achieves 28.4% accuracy improvement on the real test data. 3) We create a large-scale 3D LiDAR point cloud dataset, GTA-LiDAR, which consists of 100,000 samples of synthetic point cloud augmented with rendered intensity. The source code and dataset are open-sourced.
II. RELATED WORK
3D LiDAR Point Cloud Segmentation aims to recognize objects from point clouds by predicting point-wise labels. Non-deep-learning methods [1] , [7] , [8] usually involve several stages such as ground removal, clustering, and classification. SqueezeSeg [2] is one early work that applies deep learning to this problem. Piewak et al. [9] adopted a similar problem formulation and pipeline to SqueezeSeg and proposed a new network architecture called LiLaNet. They created a dataset by utilizing image-based semantic segmentation to generate labels for the LiDAR point cloud. However, the dataset was not released, so we were not able to conduct a direct comparison to their work. Another category of methods is based on PointNet [10] , [11] , which treats a point cloud as an unordered set of 3D points. This is effective with 3D perception problems such as classification and segmentation. Limited by its computational complexity; however, PointNet is mainly used to process indoor scenes where the number of points is limited. Frustum-PointNet [12] is proposed for out-door object detection, but it relies on image object detection to first locate object clusters and feeds the cluster, instead of the whole point cloud, to the PointNet.
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) aims to adapt the models from one labeled source domain to another unlabeled target domain. Recent UDA methods have focused on transferring deep neural network representations [13] , [14] . Typically, deep UDA methods employ a conjoined architecture with two streams to represent the models for the source and target domains, respectively. In addition to the task related loss computed from the labeled source data, deep UDA models are usually trained jointly with another loss, such as a discrepancy loss [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [6] , adversarial loss [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , label distribution loss [18] or reconstruction loss [25] , [26] .
The most relevant work is the exploration of synthetic data [22] , [18] , [24] . By enforcing a self-regularization loss, Shrivastava et al. [22] proposed SimGAN to improve the realism of synthetic data using unlabeled real data. Another category of relevant work employs a discrepancy loss [15] , [16] , [17] , [6] , which explicitly measures the discrepancy between the source and target domains on corresponding activation layers of the two network streams. Instead of working on 2D images, we try to adapt synthetic 3D LiDAR point clouds by a novel adaptation pipeline.
Simulation has recently been used for creating large-scale ground truth data for training purposes. Richter et al. [27] provided a method to extract semantic segmentation for the synthesized in-game images. In [28] , the same game engine is used to extract ground truth 2D bounding boxes for objects in the image. Yue et al. [29] proposed a framework to generate synthetic LiDAR point clouds. Richter et al. [30] and Krähenbühl [31] extracted more types of information from video games.
III. IMPROVING THE MODEL STRUCTURE
We propose SqueezeSegV2, by improving upon the base SqueezeSeg model, adding Context Aggregation Module (CAM), adding LiDAR mask as an input channel, using batch normalization [5] , and employing the focal loss [4] . The network structure of SqueezeSegV2 is shown in Fig. 2 .
A. Context Aggregation Module
LiDAR point cloud data contains many missing points, which we refer to as dropout noise, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Dropout noise is mainly caused by 1) limited sensor range, 2) mirror reflection (instead of diffusion reflection) of sensing lasers on smooth surfaces, and 3) jitter of the incident angle. Dropout noise has a significant impact on SqueezeSeg, especially in early layers of a network. At early layers where the receptive field of the convolution filter is very small, missing points in a small neighborhood can corrupt the output of the filter significantly. To illustrate this, we conduct a simple numerical experiment, where we randomly sample an input tensor and feed it into a 3 × 3 convolution filter. We randomly drop out some pixels from the input tensor, and as shown in Fig. 4 , the errors of the corrupted output increases with the dropout probability.
This problem not only impacts SqueezeSeg when trained on real data, but also leads to a serious domain gap between synthetic data and real data, since simulating realistic dropout noise from the same distribution is very difficult.
To solve this problem, we propose a novel Context Aggregation Module (CAM) to reduce the sensitivity to dropout noise. As shown in Fig. 3 , CAM starts with a max pooling with a relatively large kernel size. The max pooling aggregates contextual information around a pixel with a much larger receptive field, and it is less sensitive to missing data within its receptive field. Also, max pooling can be computed efficiently even with a large kernel size. The max pooling layer is then followed by two cascaded convolution layers with a ReLU activation in between. Following [32] , we use the sigmoid function to normalize the output of the module and use an element-wise multiplication to combine the output with the input. As shown in Fig. 4 , the proposed module is much less sensitive to dropout noise -with the same corrupted input data, the error is significantly reduced.
In SqueezeSegV2, we insert CAM after the output of the first three modules (1 convolution layer and 2 FireModules), where the receptive fields of the filters are small. As can be seen in later experiments, CAM 1) improves the accuracy when trained on real data, and 2) reduces the domain gap while trained on synthetic data and testing on real data.
B. Focal Loss
LiDAR point clouds have a very imbalanced distribution of point categories -there are many more background points than there are foreground objects such as cars, pedestrians, etc. This imbalanced distribution makes the model focus more on easy-to-classify background points which contribute no useful learning signals, with the foreground objects not being adequately addressed during training. Fig. 4 . We feed a random tensor to a convolutional filter, one with CAM before a 3 × 3 convolution filter and the other one without CAM. We randomly add dropout noise to the input, and measure the output errors. As we increase the dropout probability, the error also increases. For all dropout probabilities, adding CAM improve the robustness towards the dropout noise and therefore, the error is always smaller.
To address this problem, we replace the original cross entropy loss from SqueezeSeg [2] with a focal loss [4] . The focal loss modulates the loss contribution from different pixels and focuses on hard examples. For a given pixel label t, and the predicted probability of p t , focal loss [4] adds a modulating factor (1 − p t ) γ to the cross entropy loss. The focal loss for that pixel is thus
When a pixel is mis-classified and p t is small, the modulating factor is near 1 and the loss is unaffected. As p t → 1, the factor goes to 0, and the loss for well-classified pixels is downweighted. The focusing parameter γ smoothly adjusts the rate at which well-classified examples are down-weighted. When γ = 0, the Focal Loss is equivalent to the Cross Entropy Loss. As γ increases, the effect of the modulating factor is likewise increased. We choose γ to be 2 in our experiments.
C. Other Improvements
LiDAR Mask: Besides the original (x, y, z, intensity, depth) channels, we add one more channel -a binary mask indicating if each pixel is missing or existing. As we can see from Table I , the addition of the mask channel significantly improves segmentation accuracy for cyclists.
Batch Normalization: Unlike SqueezeSeg [2] , we also add batch normalization (BN) [5] after every convolution layer. The BN layer is designed to alleviate the issue of internal covariate shift -a common problem for training a deep neural network. We observe an improvement in car segmentation after using BN layers in Table I . 
IV. DOMAIN ADAPTATION TRAINING
In this section, we introduce our unsupervised domain adaptation pipeline that trains SqueezeSegV2 on synthetic data and improves its performance on real data. We construct a large-scale 3D LiDAR point cloud dataset, GTA-LiDAR, with 100,000 LiDAR scans simulated on GTA-V. To deal with the domain shift problem, we employ three strategies: learned intensity rendering, geodesic correlation alignment, and progressive domain calibration, as shown in Fig. 5 .
A. The GTA-LiDAR Dataset
We synthesize 100,000 LiDAR point clouds in GTA-V to train SqueezeSegV2. We use the framework in [31] to generate depth semantic segmentation maps, and use the method in [29] to do Image-LiDAR registration in GTA-V. Following [29] , we collect 100,000 point cloud scans by deploying a virtual car to drive autonomously in the virtual world. GTA-V provides a wide variety of scenes, car types, traffic conditions, etc., which ensures the diversity of our synthetic data. Each point in the synthetic point cloud contains one label, one distance and x, y, z coordinates. However, it does not contain intensity, which represents the magnitude of the reflected laser signal. Also, the synthetic data does not contain dropout noise as in the real data. Because of such distribution discrepancies, the model trained on synthetic data fails to transfer to real data.
B. Learned Intensity Rendering
The synthetic data only contains x, y, z, depth channels and does not have intensity. As shown in SqueezeSeg [2] , intensity is an important signal. The absence of intensity can lead to serious accuracy loss. Rendering realistic intensity is a non-trivial task, since a multitude of factors that affect intensity, such as surface materials and LiDAR sensitivity, are generally unknown to us.
To solve this problem, we propose a method called learned intensity rendering. The idea is to use a network to take the x, y, z, depth channels of the point cloud as input, and predict the intensity. Such rendering network can be trained with unlabeled LiDAR data, which can be easily collected as long as a LiDAR sensor is available. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , we train the rendering network in a self-supervision fashion, splitting the x, y, z channels as input to the network and the intensity channel as the label. The structure of the rendering network is almost the same as SqueezeSeg, except that the CRF layer is removed.
The intensity rendering can be seen as a regression problem, where the 2 loss is a natural choice. However, 2 fails to capture the multi-modal distribution of the intensitygiven the same input of x, y, z, the intensity can differ. To model this property, we designed a hybrid loss function that involves both classification and regression. We divide the intensity into n = 10 regions, with each region having a reference intensity value. The network first predicts which region the intensity belongs to. Once the region is selected, the network further predicts a deviation from the reference intensity. This way, the categorical prediction can capture the multi-modal distribution of the intensity, and the deviation prediction leads to more accurate estimations. We train the rendering network on the KITTI [33] dataset with the hybrid loss function and measure its accuracy with mean squared error (MSE). Compared to 2 loss, the converged MSE drops significantly by 3X from 0.033 to 0.011. A few rendered results using two different losses are shown in Fig. 6 . After training the rendering network, we feed synthetic GTA-LiDAR data into the network to render point-wise intensities.
C. Geodesic Correlation Alignment
After rendering intensity, we train SqueezeSegV2 on the synthetic data with focal loss. However, due to distribution discrepancies between synthetic data and real data, the trained model usually fails to generalize to real data.
To reduce this domain discrepancy, we adopt geodesic correlation alignment during training. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , at every step of training, we feed in one batch of synthetic data and one batch of real data to the network. We compute the focal loss on the synthetic batch, where labels are available. Meanwhile, we compute the geodesic distance [6] between the output distributions of two batches. The total loss now contains both the focal loss and the geodesic loss. Where the focal loss focuses on training the network to learn semantics from the point cloud, the geodesic loss penalizes discrepancies between batch statistics from two domains. Note that other distances such as the Euclidean distance 
Algorithm 1: Progressive Domain Calibration
Input: Unlabeled real data X , model
Update the BatchNorm parameters of M (l) 6 X (l) ← (X (l) − µ (l) )/σ (l) 7 end Output: Calibrated model M can also be used to align the domain statistics. However, we choose the geodesic distance over the Euclidean distance since it takes into account the manifolds curvature. More details can be found in [6] . We denote the input synthetic data as X sim , synthetic labels as Y sim the input real data as X real . Our loss function can be computed as
where F L denotes focal loss between the synthetic label and network prediction, GL denotes the geodesic loss between batch statistics of synthetic and real data. λ is a weight coefficient and we set it to 10 in our experiment. Note that in this step, we only require unlabeled real data, which is much easier to obtain than annotated data as long as a LiDAR sensor is available.
D. Progressive Domain Calibration
After training SqueezeSegV2 on synthetic data with geodesic correlation alignment, each layer of the network learns to recognize patterns from its input and extract higher level features. However, due to the non-linear nature of the network, each layer can only work well if its input is constrained within a certain range. Taking the ReLU function as an example, if somehow its input distribution shifts below 0, the output of the ReLU becomes all zero. Otherwise, if the input shifts towards larger than 0, the ReLU becomes a linear function. For deep learning models with multiple layers, distribution discrepancies from the input data can lead to distribution shift at the output of each layer, which is accumulated or even amplified across the network and eventually leads to a serious degradation of performance, as illustrated in Fig. 5(c) .
To address this problem, we employ a post training procedure called progressive domain calibration (PDC). The idea is to break the propagation of the distribution shift through each layer with progressive layer-wise calibration. For a network trained on synthetic data, we feed the real data into the network. Staring from the first layer, we compute its output statistics (mean and variance) under the given input, and then re-normalize the output's mean to be 0 and its standard deviation to be 1, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . Meanwhile, we update the batch normalization parameters (mean and variance) of the layer with the new statistics. We progressively repeat this process for all layers of the network until the last layer. Similar to geodesic correlation alignment, this process only requires unlabeled real data, which is presumably abundant. This algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. A similar idea was proposed in [34] , but PDC is different since it performs calibration progressively, making sure that the calibrations of earlier layers do not impact those of later layers.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we introduce the details of our experiments. We train and test SqueezeSegV2 on a converted KITTI [33] dataset as [2] . To verify the generalization ability, we further train SqueezeSegV2 on the synthetic GTA-LiDAR dataset and test it on the real world KITTI dataset.
A. Experimental Settings
We compare the proposed method with SqueezeSeg [2] , one state-of-the-art model for semantic segmentation from 3D LiDAR point clouds. We use KITTI [33] as the real world dataset. KITTI provides images, LiDAR scans, and 3D bounding boxes organized in sequences. Following [2] , we obtain the point-wise labels from 3D bounding boxes, all points of which are considered part of the target object. In total, 10,848 samples with point-wise labels are collected. For SqueezeSegV2, the dataset is split into a training set with 8,057 samples and a testing set with 2,791 samples. For domain adaptation, we train the model on GTA-LiDAR, and test it on KITTI for comparison.
Similar to [2] , we evaluate our model's performance on class-level segmentation tasks by a point-wise comparison of the predicted results with ground-truth labels. We employ intersection-over-union (IoU) as our evaluation metric, which is defined as IoU c = |Pc∩Gc| |Pc∪Gc| , where P c and G c respectively denote the predicted and ground-truth point sets that belong to class-c. | · | denotes the cardinality of a set.
B. Improved Model Structure
The performance comparisons, measured in IoU, between the proposed SqueezeSegV2 model and baselines are shown in Table I . Some segmentation results are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 . Segmentation result comparison between SqueezeSeg [2] and our SqueezeSegV2 (red: car, green: cyclist). Note that in first row, SqueezeSegV2 produces much more accurate segmentation for the cyclist. In the second row, SqueezeSegV2 avoids a falsely detected car that is far away. From the results, we have the following observations. (1) both batch normalization and the mask channel can produce better segmentation results -batch normalization boosts segmentation of cars, whereas the mask channel boosts segmentation of cyclists. (2) Focal loss improves segmentation of pedestrians and cyclists. The number of points corresponding to pedestrians and cyclists is low relative to the large number of background points. This class imbalance causes the network to focus less on the pedestrian and cyclist classes. Focal loss mitigates this problem by focusing the network on optimization of these two categories. (3) CAM significantly improves the performance of all the classes by reducing the network's sensitivity to dropout noise.
C. Domain Adaptation Pipeline
The performance comparisons, measured in IoU, between the proposed domain adaptation pipeline and baselines are shown in Table II . Some segmentation results are shown in Fig. 8 . From the results, we have the following observations. (1) Models trained on the source domain without any adaptation does not perform well. Domain discrepancy lowers models' transferability from the source domain to the target domain. (2) All adaptation methods are effective, with the combined pipeline performing the best, demonstrating its effectiveness. (3) Adding the CAM to the network also significantly boosts the performance on the real data, supporting our hypothesis that dropout noise is a significant source of domain discrepancy. Therefore, improving the network to make it more robust to dropout noise can help reduce the domain gap. (4) Compared with [2] where a SqueezeSeg model is trained on the real KITTI dataset but without intensity, our SqueezeSegV2 model trained purely on synthetic data and unlabeled real data achieves a better accuracy, showing the effectiveness of our domain adaptation training pipeline. (5) Compared with our latest SqueezeSegV2 model trained on the real KITTI dataset, there is still an obvious performance gap. Adapting the segmentation model from synthetic LiDAR point clouds is still a challenging problem.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed SqueezeSegV2 with better segmentation performance than the original SqueezeSeg and a domain adaptation pipeline with stronger transferability. We designed a context aggregation module to mitigate the impact of dropout noise. Together with other improvements such as focal loss, batch normalization and a LiDAR mask channel, SqueezeSegV2 sees accuracy improvements of 6.0% to 8.6% in various pixel categories over the original SqueezeSeg. We also proposed a domain adaptation pipeline with three components: learned intensity rendering, geodesic correlation alignment, and progressive domain calibration. The proposed pipeline significantly improved the real world accuracy of the model trained on synthetic data by 28.4%, even outperforming a baseline model [2] trained on the real dataset.
